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A BSTRACT
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I NTRODUCTION

As artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning advance significantly
and begin to influence society and our everyday life in unprecedented
ways, the “black-box” nature or lack of transparency issue of many
AI applications becomes a notable problem, especially in domains
which involve AI in critical decision-support scenarios, such as
medicine, finance, law, military, and autonomous driving. The reemerging research field of interpretable or eXplainable AI (XAI)
aims to tackle the interpretability problem of AI, and to explain AI’s
decisions to users in terms that users can understand [2]. Although
many different XAI algorithms have been proposed in recent years,
much attention is on developing XAI approaches for AI experts to
visualize, understand, debug or improve the AI models, leaving the
major users of AI who are the end users ignored.
The end users are people who do not have prior knowledge in data
science, machine learning (ML) or AI. They can be lay persons, or
domain experts such as doctors, bankers, judges, drivers. Compared
to creating explanations for AI experts, generating explanations for
end users is more challenging, since it is unrealistic to ask the end
users to interpret the internal parameters and complex computations
of the ML models, and they have a diverse range of needs and
requirements of using XAI system.
To bridge the gap between the XAI techniques and end uses, we
first refer to the theories of explanations [11]: psychological experiments show that people prefer simple, selected (but may be biased),
and causal explanations; explanations are contrastive to some other
related predictions; similarly, people tend to seek causal reasoning in
a counterfactual fashion, i.e. what would the prediction be if some
features in the input had been different; explanation is contextual, a
social process and usually formed as a conversation [17]. Based on
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Researchers in the re-emerging field of explainable/interpretable
artificial intelligence (XAI) have not paid enough attention to the
end users of AI, who may be lay persons or domain experts such
as doctors, drivers, and judges. We took an end-user-centric lens
and conducted a literature review of 59 technique papers on XAI
algorithms and/or visualizations. We grouped the existing explanatory forms in the literature into the end-user-friendly XAI taxonomy.
It consists of three forms that explain AI’s decisions: feature attribute, instance, and decision rules/trees. We also analyzed the
visual representations for each explanatory form, and summarized
them as the XAI visual vocabularies. Our work is a synergy of
XAI algorithm, visualization, and user-centred design. It provides a
practical toolkit for AI developers to define the explanation problem
from a user-centred perspective, and expand the visualization space
of explanations to develop more end-user-friendly XAI systems.
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Figure 1: The plot shows a toy example of a machine learning classification task. For an unknown data (red dot), the end-user-centred
XAI taxonomy shows explanations can be created at three levels.
Each has its subcategories and exemplars listed below, and is mapped
to the characteristics of explanations.

the above insights from end users’ perspective, we reviewed 59 XAI
technique papers by searching “explainable/interpretable/visualizing
AI/ML” and identifying relevant works from these papers’ reference.
We excluded works that do not have an evaluation of the proposed
XAI method. Based on the method availability and popularity, we
proposed the end-user-centred XAI taxonomy (Figure 1). The
taxonomy categorizes the existing XAI techniques regarding their
explanatory forms. It also provides the possible visualization (the
visual vocabularies) for each form. We regard the explanatory process between the XAI system and its end users as dynamic rather
than monolithic [11], i.e., communications and interactions happen
frequently and back-and-forth, to allow users to interpret AI’s decisions from different perspectives and iteratively build AI’s theory
of mind. The XAI taxonomy and its visual vocabularies provide
the needed vocabularies to have such a conversation. We choose
visualization as the primary explanation format in XAI, not only because it is the prevalent form of representing explanations in the XAI
technique papers, but also it augments human’s information processing capability by leveraging the high-bandwidth visual processing
channel in our brain.
2

T HE E ND -U SER -C ENTRED XAI TAXONOMY

The XAI taxonomy and its visual vocabularies consist of three primary explanation forms: explain using 1) feature attribute, 2) instance, and 3) decision-tree/rules. Serendipitously, it corresponds
to the granularity of the learned representations of ML models at the
feature level, instance level, and decision boundary level.
2.1

Explaining using feature attribute

Mapping to explanation theories Feature attribute is the most common form of explanation. The feature attribute relates to causal explanation since people tends to explain the causality of prominent features to the prediction. The feature attribute explanations are handy
to show contrastive explanations: users can choose a reference prediction (usually the most suspected other than the predicted one), and

interactively check how the explanatory features differ between the
predicted and the referenced one [10]. Some perturbation/samplingbased XAI algorithms can be applied to generate counterfactual
explanations. Users can check what would change to the prediction
if some of the feature values are changed [13].
Exemplars We divide the XAI techniques into two sub-categories:
1) Signal: the XAI algorithm needs to access the internal state of the
original model, such as the model parameters (LRP [1]), gradients
(sensitivity analysis [16], Grad-CAM [15]), activation (CAM [21],
attention [20]), and the learned representations (TCAV [7]). 2)
Model-agnostic: the XAI algorithms only need to access the inputoutput pairs without accessing the model’s internal parameters, such
as LIME [13] and partial dependent plot (PDP) [3].
Visual vocabulary The visual representation of feature attribute
largely depend on the feature data types. For example, for image
data, the saliency map is a common form to visualize the finegrained feature importance score at the pixel level, by overlaying
a color map on the input image. Other popular methods include
using masks, segmentation maps, or bounding boxes on image data.
Scatter or line plot can show the effect of individual feature on the
overall prediction (feature shape). Bar plot or box plot are typical
choices to visualize the multiple feature attributes in tabular or text
data. The variations of bar plot include waterfall plot, treemap,
wrapped bars, packed bars, piled bars, Zvinca plots, tornado
plot. The variations of box plot include violin plot and beeswarm
plot that show more detailed data distributions. 2D or 3D heatmap
is used to visualize the feature interactions and their predictions.
More complicated feature-feature interactions can be visualized
with matrix heatmap, node-link network, or contingency wheel.
2.2

Explaining using instances

Mapping to explanation theories People use examples to learn and
explain. If the input data itself is structural and interpretable (like image or text), the instance-based explanations are intuitive for a human
to interpret. The instance-based explanation also carries more contextual information where the typical or untypical/counterfactual
features reside.
Exemplars The instance-based explanation includes showing instances which are either similar or juxtaposed to the query instance.
Nearest neighbour (e.g. kNN) and case-based reasoning ( [8]) methods are used to find similar instances. k-Mediods, MMD-critic [6],
generating representative prototype [9, 16] are proposed to obtain
the prototypical or typical examples of the prediction.
2.3

Explaining using decision-tree/rules

Mapping to explanation theories The form of decision trees or rule
lists/sets mimic the causal chain of reasoning, thus can easily fit
in the users’ reasoning process. Since it explicitly gives the decision boundary, it is convenient to obtain the counterfactual or
contrastive cases from the decision boundary.
Exemplars There are different techniques to learn a decision tree
from the original black-box models, e.g., model distillation [4],
disentangle model’s representations [19]. Rule learning algorithms
include: Bayesian Rule Lists [18], LORE [5], Anchors [14], etc.
Visual vocabulary Different visualization techniques are utilized
to visualize the hierarchical structure of trees and rules. For decision tree, the most common representation is to use node-link tree,
other visual representation formats include treemap, cladogram,
hyperbolic tree, dendrogram, flow chart. For the representation
of rule lists or sets, IF-THEN text is the most common format.
Other representing formats include matrix [12] or table.
3

D ISCUSSION

AND

C ONCLUSION

In this work, we took an end-user-centred lens to review the XAI
technique literature, and proposed the end-user-centred XAI taxonomy and its visual vocabularies. The essence of using them is

to combine the proper vocabularies to generate a comprehensive
explanation for various audiences and usage scenarios. For example,
prototypical explanations can be enhanced with highlighted feature
attributes; the nodes in a decision tree can be represented using
prototypical examples. Our work can empower AI developers to
create more concrete, low-fidelity prototypes to probe end user’s specific requirements and get detailed feedback. It can also inform AI
developers of the possible end-user-friendly explanatory forms, and
guide or regularize the XAI algorithm/visualization development. In
our future work, we will evaluate the XAI taxonomy and its visual
vocabularies with end users.
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